A brief survey of The Meadows Site
An allotment plot is always going to be ‘wildlife-friendly’, especially if it has a diverse range of flora
and is free of pesticides. But are there simple things that individual tenants and HwDAA can do to
make our sites even more ‘wildlife-friendly’, whilst still being cultivated and well-managed?
During the summer and autumn of 2021 we have surveyed each of the Association’s sites. Our
findings and suggestions have been similar, but each site has its own characteristics, both in terms of
the ‘infrastructure’ [boundary hedges & walls etc] and the approach of different plot holders, such
as the creation of ponds, for example. It has also become evident that individual Site Reps can be
influential in encouraging positive wildlife-friendly developments, particularly when they have been
in post for some time. On The Meadows we walked the boundary and many of the plots with the
Site Rep Chris Crook. Our intention was to look for the things that encourage fauna, be they birds,
invertebrates or reptiles.
The site was originally two fields, which are thought to have been used for cattle on their way to and
from the Ashton Court Home Farm milking parlours. The perimeter of the site [including the gates] is
approximately 428m [468 yards]. Its area is approximately 0.7ha [1.74 acres].
From a wildlife perspective, all of our sites have to be seen as part of a wider green area. As with the
other Bower Ashton sites, The Meadows is nestled amongst other sizeable green areas, notably the
KL sites, the small woodland by the UWE College buildings, and also some substantial gardens.
Ponds
Ponds, by offering a different habitat, are one of the easiest ways of increasing the diversity of
wildlife. We spotted seven ponds, mostly small [e.g. 1x ½ metres], but with a couple of larger ones
with marginal plants.
Trees, shrubs and climbers
Before we embarked on the surveys, we thought that the perimeter of a site might offer unused
potential for further wildlife habitats. However, in practice we have found that there is little further
that could or need be done to enhance the wildlife habitats along the boundaries. At The Meadows,
there is a small section of modern wall and fencing that borders the gardens of Hotwells Lane.
However, most of the boundary comprises substantial historic walls, whose maintenance is the
responsibility of the Association. We noted that the boundary walls are kept clear, by the tenants
and the Site Rep, of almost all climbers & espaliered trees, and [in accordance with the Association
Rules] there are no substantial trees within the site. In the light of this, we agreed with the Site Rep
in concluding that the perimeter did not have the potential for further wildlife-friendly greenery.

As to neighbouring properties, a few of the gardens bordering the site have substantial trees,
including ash and a large walnut. These add up to around 114m in length, approximately a quarter
of the site’s boundary length. However as described above, unlike our other sites, The Meadows has
no linear wildlife corridors [e.g. a run of hedge] within the site.
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Bird & bat boxes and ‘insect hotels’
These are easy & cheap to make and install. We saw a couple of bird boxes, but by their nature we
may have missed some. We did not spot any bat or owl boxes.

Other observations and discussions
In a wall-side bed near the entrance, the Site Rep has intentionally encouraged pollinators such as
nettles and borage. We discussed the pros and cons of encouraging tenants to grow flowering
perennials, bearing in mind the difficulties this sometimes gives in long-term weeding.

What is the potential for further improvement of the site’s ‘wildlife-friendliness’?
Small scale improvements add up, and the small additions that could help with wildlife are often
ones that can be taken by individual tenants. As with our earlier site surveys, these actions by
tenants could include:
1. Ponds, even modest in size
2. Nesting boxes, perhaps for owls and bats as well as specific birds
3. Insect hotels, whether they be bought, constructed or just a square foot or so of
intentionally untidy roof tiles & small logs etc
4. Water use and conservation systems reducing or almost eliminating the need for regular
mains water on a plot
5. Slow worm shelters, such as small piles of logs, tiles, mats or wooden planks
6. There is further discussion/research needed as to the value of encouraging bird feeders on a
site [one factor being the negative effect of the wrong food, including attracting rats and
pigeons]
Discussions with Site Reps and tenants on our visits also raised a couple of other issues for discussion
and decision:
1. Discouraging or banning pesticides and/or herbicides. Anecdotally, one person thought the
use of these seems to be low, but across all of the sites there is not enough evidence as to
the scale of their use. Nobody we spoke to encouraged or used chemical treatments
themselves; one Site Rep said that banning would be heavy-handed, but another tenant was
very saddened by the ‘drift’ from the use of herbicides on their neighbour’s plot.
2. Can a tidy allotment be a wildlife-friendly allotment? We think the answer is yes, but a little
more information and research might settle this question and help tenants. Equally, it might
help Site Reps when they feel that an untended allotment is being described virtuously as a
wildlife friendly one.
As to the Association’s role with tenants, one of the easiest but most influential actions could be to
actively encourage the improvements listed above, through, for example:
1. Publicising with tenants that these wildlife-friendly measures are encouraged, not forbidden.
2. Site Rep conversations with new tenants, as well as written advice
3. A well-researched & easy to use page on the website
4. Regular Reports and ‘what I have done/wildlife seen’ stories in the newsletter
5. One or two volunteers on each site being available for practical tips
6. Advising tenants about best practice in managing the vertical green spaces at the end of
their plot
7. An information board on each site about wildlife to look out for e.g. ‘butterflies this month’,
perhaps with a place to log sightings

8. Most tenants don’t get to see other plots, let alone other sites. Small guided tours of sites,
open to any tenant, might be very informative, looking at features such as ponds.
Many of the above could first be trialled at one or two sites, to see how they work.
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